Structural lattice models incorporating trusses and beams are frequently used to mechanically model fibrous materials, because they can capture (local) mesoscale phenomena. Physically relevant lattice computations are however computationally expensive. A suitable multiscale approach to reduce the computational cost of large-scale lattice computations is the quasicontinuum (QC) method. This method resolves local mesoscale phenomena in regions of interest and coarse grains elsewhere, using only the lattice model. In previous work, a virtual-power-based QC framework is proposed for lattice models that include local dissipative mechanisms. In this paper, the virtualpower-based QC method is adopted for lattice models in which bond failure and subsequent frictional fiber sliding are incorporated -which are of significant importance for fibrous materials such as paper, cardboard, textile and electronic textile. Bond failure and fiber sliding are nonlocal dissipative mechanisms and to deal with this nonlocality, the virtual-power-based QC method is equipped with a mixed formulation in which the kinematic variables as well as the internal history variables are interpolated. Previously defined summation rules can still be used to sample the governing equations in this QC framework. Illustrative examples are presented.
Introduction
Structural lattice models and discrete networks using trusses and beams are often used for the mechanical modeling of fibrous materials with discrete fibers and yarns at the mesoscale and microscale (Hou et al., 2009; Ngan, 2009; Hatami-Marbini and Picu, 2009; Ryvkin and Slepyan, 2010; Cui et al., 2011; Ridruejo et al., 2010; Zeman et al., 2011; Silberstein et al., 2012) . They are typically used to model biological materials (Arnoux et al., 2002; Chandran and Barocas, 2006; Stylianopoulos and Barocas, 2007; Intrigila et al., 2007; Argento et al., 2012) , paper networks (Bronkhorst, 2003; Batchelor, 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Strömbro and Gudmundson, 2008; Kulachenko and Uesaka, 2012) and textiles (Kato et al., 1997; Sharma and Sutcliffe, 2004; Zohdi and Powell, 2006; Ben Boubaker, 2007a,b; Beex et al., 2012b) . The discrete elements in lattice models naturally represent the discrete fibers and yarns of these materials. Therefore, lattice models intrinsically capture discrete mechanical phenomena that occur at the mesoscale or microscale, such as fiber fracture, failure of interfiber bonds and fiber sliding. Even global phenomena such as large rotations of yarns are naturally incorporated in lattice models, whereas these are complex to include in continuum descriptions of fibrous materials (Peng and Cao, 2005; Ten Thije et al., 2007) .
Also the mechanical microscale behavior of other materials, for which a discrete representation seems not directly relevant, are nowadays often modeled with lattice models and discrete networks. Reasons are the simplicity and intrinsic discreteness of lattice models and the ability to capture highly anisotropic behavior. Failure of concrete is for instance regularly modeled using lattice models (Chen and Baker, 2003; Lilliu and Van Mier, 2006) , whereas they are also used to investigate polymer behavior (OstojaStarzewski and Wang, 2006; Rinaldi et al., 2008; Jin and Wang, 2009; Zhao, 2012) and delamination of thin films (Vellinga et al., 2008) .
A disadvantage is the computational cost for physically relevant macroscale lattice computations (Lilliu and Van Mier, 2006) , since lattice models are constructed at the level of the mesoscale or microscale. Consequently, macroscale lattice computations have a large number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) which makes their governing equations inefficient to solve. The second cause of large computational costs is the computational effort to construct the large number of governing equations.
Multiscale techniques can be adopted to increase the efficiency of largescale structural lattice computations. Stylianopoulos and Barocas (2007) have used a classical homogenization scheme for a lattice model of a collagen network. Classical homogenization schemes are able to capture macroscale properties such as the effective stiffness from the mesoscale lattice model, but they are unable to capture local discrete events such as the fracture of an individual fiber. Individual failure events are important to include in mechanical models because they are the precursors of macroscale failure of fibrous materials. In another multiscale approach, continuum descriptions in coarse domains are coupled to lattice models in regions of interest. This is for instance used by Ha-Minh et al. (2011) to model ballistic impact of a woven textile. Failure of discrete fibers and bonds can be modeled by such a multiscale scheme in regions where the lattice model is used. Disadvantages are that the required continuum models for fibrous materials are not trivial to formulate (as mentioned before) and the non-trivial procedures to couple continuum regions to discretely resolved lattice regions.
Other multiscale approaches that are promising for structural lattice models (using trusses and beams) are frameworks that increase the efficiency of atomistic lattice computations. Like structural lattice models, atomistic lattice models include discrete interactions. Several of these (Curtin and Miller, 2003; Xiao and Belytschko, 2004; Fish et al., 2007) also combine continuum descriptions with lattice models, also involving a considerable complexity. The quasicontinuum (QC) method (Tadmor et al., 1996a) however, only relies on the lattice model and is successfully used for atomistic lattice computations (Tadmor et al., 1996b; Miller et al., 1998; Miller and Tadmor, 2002; Kulkarni et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2009 ). Conveniently, a continuum description is thus not required. Several QC methods still require a coupling procedure for the internal interface between coarse domains and fully resolved domains of interest -due to the use of the Cauchy-Born rule which is local (Tadmor et al., 1996a,b; Shenoy et al., 1999; Shimokawa et al., 2004) . However, some avoid this internal interface (Knap and Ortiz, 2001; Eidel and Stukowski, 2009; Gunzburger and Zhang, 2010; Beex et al., 2012a,c) . A number of QC methodologies are therefore potentially convenient for structural lattice models and discrete networks. In the study of Beex et al. (2011) a QC approach without internal interface has been developed to deal with (conservative) structural lattice models.
In the recent work of Beex et al. (2012c) , a QC framework has been proposed that is based on the virtual-power statement of non-conservative structural lattice models since many structural lattice models include dissipation. This is in contrast to other QC methods (Eidel and Stukowski, 2009; Beex et al., 2011 Beex et al., , 2012a developed for conservative atomistic lattice models that are based on energy minimization and cannot deal with dissipative lattice models. Using a virtual-power approach, non-conservative lattice forces can be directly inserted in the QC framework of Beex et al. (2012c) . This has been shown for a structural lattice model with elastoplastic trusses.
The aim of this work is to extend the approach to be able to deal with interfiber bond failure and subsequent frictional fiber sliding.
The failure of interfiber bonds (and subsequent fiber sliding) is an important cause of failure of fibrous materials. Different studies have been carried out to investigate bond failure in paper networks (Heyden, 2000; Isaksson and Hägglund, 2007; Hägglund and Isaksson, 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Kulachenko and Uesaka, 2012) . Bond failure for a nonwoven glass structure was modeled by Ridruejo et al. (2010) and fiber sliding (i.e. slippage) in textiles was investigated by Zhu et al. (2007) . Here, a refined version of the lattice model for bond failure and subsequent fiber sliding of Wilbrink et al. (2012) is used. Instead of the small-sliding formulation of Wilbrink et al. (2012) , we use an expression for the energy stored in the lattice that allows for large sliding displacements. Furthermore, our model is rate-dependent instead of the rate-independent case considered by (Wilbrink et al., 2012) .
The same type of linear interpolation is used for the sliding displacements (internal history variables) as for the regular displacements (kinematic variables). Consequently, the summation rule of Beex et al. (2012b) , in which only one internal sampling point in each interpolation triangle is selected, can still be used. The extension of the virtual-power-based QC framework is validated by comparing the results of multiscale QC examples, in which bond failure and subsequent fiber sliding occur, to the results of direct lattice computations.
The outline of the paper is as follows. First the lattice model of Wilbrink et al. (2012) is reformulated, including a viscous dissipation and an energy expression that allows for large sliding displacements. In the subsequent section, the main principles of the virtual-power-based QC method are considered, as well as the incorporation of the lattice model for bond failure and fiber sliding. In Section 4, multiscale examples are shown and their results are compared to those of the direct lattice computations. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented in Section 5.
Lattice thermodynamics for bond failure and fiber sliding
QC frameworks increase the efficiency of lattice computations by means of interpolation of the displacements and summation rules to approximate the governing equations instead of resolving them exactly -this is discussed in more detail in the next section. Using summation rules, the potential energy (in this framework the virtual-power) of only a small number of lattice points (so-called sampling points) is determined, instead of determining the potential energy (or virtual-power) of all lattice points. Structural lattice models must be thermodynamically consistent so that no errors occur in the potential energy (or virtual-power) of these sampling points. The reason is that the error in a sampling point is also present in the lattice points that are represented by the sampling point. This can result in a poor accuracy. The formulation of a thermodynamically consistent structural lattice model including bond failure and fiber sliding is therefore first considered along the lines of Germain (1973) , as well as a possible solution strategy.
The lattice model considered in this study is an equidistant X-braced network with linear elastic trusses, see Fig. 1 . It can be observed that in general every lattice point (i.e. a truss node) is connected to eight neighboring points. Lattice points are only present at crossings of horizontal, vertical and diagonal trusses and not at the locations where only diagonal trusses cross each other. The trusses that are located on the same line can be regarded as fibers or yarns of a fictitious fibrous material. An individual fiber or yarn is thus modeled by a chain of trusses (as the dashed lines in Fig. 1 ). As a result, fibers are oriented in four directions in the considered lattice. Some of the fibers in the lattice are of a finite length, which can be observed in Fig. 1 by the disconnected curves. A missing truss can be interpreted as the end or start of a fiber, or as an initially broken fiber.
In each lattice point four fibers are connected to each other. A lattice point can therefore be regarded as the collection of four interfiber bonds. Each of these bonds are modeled such that they can fail, leading to frictional sliding of the fibers (trusses) through the nodes (see Fig. 2 ). A certain sliding force has to be achieved to accommodate fiber sliding after bond failure has taken place. After the deformation is removed, the sliding displacements through the nodes remain present. Consequently, the energy associated with bond failure and frictional sliding, is lost. This entails that bond failure and sliding are dissipative mechanisms. At these locations, half of a truss remains connected to each node. This is indicated by the disconnected curves. To show that each fiber is modelled by a chain of springs, three fibers are presented by thick solid lines.
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Figure 2: A part of a fiber (or yarn in textile for instance) shown as a black solid line is modeled by a chain of trusses of which only the truss between nodes i and j is completely shown. The other trusses connected to the nodes are shown in grey. Trusses that belong to the same fiber are presented by the same line style (e.g. dashed and dotted). The different sliding displacements of the black fiber through nodes i and j are indicated by arrows.
A thermodynamical formulation for non-conservative truss networks
The two-dimensional lattice model in Fig. 1 only contains trusses. The kinematic variables are the displacement components of the lattice points. These are stored in column matrix u of size 2n × 1. Here, n refers to the number of lattice points of the entire lattice, which are stored in index set N = {1, ..., n}.
For a thermodynamically consistent lattice model, the internal power equals the external power for an arbitrary variation of the kinematic variables, which is expressed as follows:
whereu T int F is the internal power, int P , andu T ext F the externally applied power. The column matrices containing the decomposed internal forces and external forces are represented by int F and ext F, respectively. They are both of size 2n × 1. The internal power is the rate of energy stored in the lattice, E, and the rate of energy dissipated by the lattice,Ḋ, according to the first law of thermodynamics:
For a dissipative lattice model the stored energy is a function of the kinematical variables, u, and a set of internal history variables, z, i.e. E = E(u, z). These internal variables are associated with z dissipation mechanisms in the lattice that are stored in index set Z = {1, ..., z}. Consequently, z is of size z × 1. The rate of the stored energy can be formulated using the chain rule according to:
Substitution of Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) leads to the following expression for the rate of dissipation:
Since the second law of thermodynamics requires the dissipation to be constant or increase, the rate of dissipation can only be zero or positive, i.e.Ḋ ≥ 0. It is assumed that only a change of the internal history variables leads to a change of dissipation, i.e.Ḋ = 0 ifż = 0. To ensure that this is the case for any rate of the kinematic variables, the following relation is formulated for the internal forces:
The term between brackets in Eq. (4) vanishes and the formulation of the rate of dissipation in Eq. (4) reduces to:
with
Now any dissipation potential Φ is allowed as long asḊ ≥ 0. The formulation of the dissipation potential is, together with the formulation of the energy stored in the lattice, E, the only ingredient yet to determine. They both depend on the mechanical behavior to describe and are formulated below for the lattice model including bond failure and subsequent frictional fiber sliding. These two formulations differ from those proposed by Wilbrink et al. (2012) , where only small sliding displacements are allowed. Moreover, a continuous dissipation potential will be considered here.
Incorporation of bond failure and subsequent sliding
First, the stored energy, E, is expressed as a function of u and z for the case including bond failure and fiber sliding. If half of the energies stored in
The mechanical behavior of each truss in the lattice is linear elastic. The Young's modulus Y and the cross-sectional area of each truss A are chosen independent of the deformation, i.e. they remain constant. The same Young's modulus and area are used for all trusses. Consequently, the energy stored in a linear elastic truss between points i and j, E ij , can expressed as follows:
where rel L ij is the relaxed length of the truss between nodes i and j, i.e. the length of the interaction between points i and j that remains after the deformation is removed. The axial elastic strain acting on the relaxed length of the truss is represented by ǫ ij , which is expressed in terms of rel L ij and def L ij , where def L ij is the deformed length of the truss between nodes i and j.
Expressions for the relaxed length, rel L ij , and the deformed length, def L ij , are trivially extracted from the geometry in Fig. 3 . The internal history variables, z, are defined as the sliding displacements that remain after the deformation has been removed (see Fig. 3 ). Since in each of the n lattice nodes eight trusses, representing four fibers, are bonded, four dissipative sliding mechanisms can occur in each lattice node (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) . Hence, the number of components z of z equals z = 4n. Based on Fig. 3 , the length of the interaction between nodes i and j that remains after deformation is removed, rel L ij , can be formulated according to:
where x i and x j are the original location vectors of lattice point i and j, rexpectively. z p is that particular component of z which characterises the sliding displacement of the truss between nodes i and j with respect to node i; likewise, z q characterises the sliding of the same fiber segment with respect to node j. Each sliding displacement is a scalar (z p ∈ R ∀p ∈ Z), since sliding always takes place in the axial direction of the trusses in the lattice model (see Fig. 3 ) and one therefore should not regard the z p as a (cartesian) component of a vector z in space. The length of the interaction between nodes i and j during deformation, def L ij , trivially reads:
where u i refers to the displacement vector of lattice point i (see Fig. 3 ). By substitution of Eq. (11) & (12) in Eq. (10), the following expression is obtained that relates E ij -and also E via Eq. (9) -to u and z:
At this point, the only missing ingredient of the thermodynamical formulation of the lattice model is the dissipation potential, Φ. In principal, the same dissipation potential of Wilbrink et al. (2012) is used, which is a straightforward Coulomb friction law. The disadvantage of this is the need of an active set strategy that determines which bonds fail, which depends on user-dependent implementation choices. In this study, a viscous friction law is therefore used. The following dissipation potential is proposed:
where subset C i contains the bonds in lattice point i (C i ⊆ Z). Furthermore, c F p is the pth component of c F, which is the column matrix of size z × 1 containing the critical force values at which bond failure occurs as well as subsequent sliding. Parameter κ is a measure for the slope of the arc tangent function that approaches the Coulomb friction law. The value of 2/π normalizes the arc tangent. The viscous formulation in Eq. (15) implicitly assumes that all bonds are always active and the solution algorithm is free of user choices. Note furthermore that since sign(z p ) = sign( c F p 2 π tanh(κż p )), the condition for the dissipation in Eq. (6) is met for each bond and thus also for the sum of all bonds.
The nonlocality of the presented dissipation formulation can be recognized in the term z F p (equal to −∂E/∂z p ) in Eq. (15) for bond p. This term depends not only on the sliding displacement of this bond, z p , but also on the sliding displacements of two bonds adjacent to bond p which are connected to the same fiber.
Solution procedure
The system of equations resulting from the thermodynamical formulation that need to be solved are the virtual-power statement in Eq. (1) and the dissipation constraints (see Eq. (15)). The governing equations can be expressed according to:
where M is a diagonal matrix of size z × z (4n × 4n) that contains the dissipation equation of each bond on one of its diagonal entries (see also Eq. (20) & (23) 
where * u and * z are the displacement components and sliding displacements of the previous iteration, respectively. The corrections on the displacement components and sliding displacements are represented by du and dz, respectively. The matrices int F,
are assembled from the contributions of each node:
12 where k and l run over all 2n components of u and with
where p and q run over all 4n components of z and with
For clarity the external forces are left out of consideration. Dirichlet boundary conditions are used for u and z (required for the nonlocal plastic formulation). Neumann boundary conditions are incorporated in ext F. Even though possible, no Neumann boundary conditions are adopted for the nonlocal plastic formulation. To resolve the viscous terms in M and ∂M c F/∂z in Eq. (19), a backward Euler scheme is used, since implicit schemes are more stable than explicit schemes.
The procedure to simultaneously solve the governing equations in Eq. (18) & (19) is computationally inefficient for lattice models with a large number of n lattice nodes. The reason for this is twofold. First, the total system contains 6n DOFs, of which 2n DOFs are associated with the displacement components and 4n DOFs with the sliding displacements. This is a substantial number since n is significant for large-scale lattice computations. Large systems are inefficient to solve, even if Cholesky decomposition or an iterative solver is used. Moreover, the effort associated with the construction of the governing equations in Eq. (18) & (19) is significant, since all n lattice points have to be visited according to the formulations in Eq. (20).
Virtual-power-based QC method with a mixed formulation
The QC method has originally been developed for large-scale atomistic lattice computations (Tadmor et al., 1996a) , aiming to remedy the two aforementioned causes of high computational cost. The QC method uses two reduction steps for this (see Fig. 4 ). First, the number of displacements is reduced by means of interpolation (see the center image in Fig. 4) . Second, the potential energy, or here the virtual-power, (i.e. the governing equations) is approximated by sampling the potential energy, or the virtual-power, of a small number of sampling points, instead of determining it exactly by visiting all lattice points (see the second step in Fig. 4) . In both reduction steps an error may be introduced that influences the potential energy, or virtual-power, and thus the obtained solution. If both steps are performed adequately however, these errors are negligibly small.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the two reduction steps in the QC method. In the left image, the full lattice model is shown. In the center image, a triangulation is superimposed to the lattice model and in the right image a small number of lattice points is depicted, which are used to sample the potential energy, or virtual-power (i.e. the governing equations). During both reduction steps an error, e, may be introduced.
Interpolation
Interpolation in QC methodologies applies to lattice models by the use of interpolation triangles (see the center image in Fig. 4) . The interpolation triangles are spanned by the same interpolation functions as used in finite element (FE) methods. Consequently, well established techniques developed for FE methods, e.g. adaptive meshing, can be used in QC methodologies. In general, linear interpolation triangles are used in QC frameworks. The triangle nodes of the interpolation triangles coincide with a limited number of lattice points. These lattice points represent the displacement of the entire lattice and are often referred to as reppoints or repnodes (or repatoms if used for atomistic lattice models). The remaining lattice points are interpolated between the reppoints. Consequently, their displacements entirely depend on the displacements of the reppoints.
The advantage of using interpolation triangles is that in regions in which small displacement fluctuations are expected, the reppoints can be chosen far away from each other. This results in relatively large triangles in which a large number of lattice nodes are constrained and a large reduction of displacements takes place. In regions in which large displacement fluctuations are expected, all the lattice points are selected as reppoints (triangle nodes), i.e. the exact lattice model is captured in these regions. In Fig. 4 , two fully resolved regions are present. One is located in the region where an indenter makes contact with the lattice and the other is located near a lattice defect (e.g. a failed truss).
The r reppoints, stored in index set R, are selected from set N containing all n lattice points, i.e. R ⊆ N. To achieve a substantial computational gain, the number of reppoints must be significantly smaller than the total number of lattice points (r ≪ n). The displacements of all lattice points, u, are approximated by the condensed displacements,ũ, which can be expressed as a function of the displacements of the reppoints, r u, as follows:
where u Ψ is the displacement condensation matrix with size 2n × 2r for twodimensional lattices. It contains the interpolation functions evaluated at the locations of all lattice points.
So far, most QC frameworks are used for (conservative) atomistic lattice models (Tadmor et al., 1996a; Miller et al., 1998; Knap and Ortiz, 2001; Eidel and Stukowski, 2009; Beex et al., 2012a) including only kinematic variables (u). Here, non-conservative lattice models are considered that include internal history variables (z) associated with dissipation. In case the dissipation mechanisms are local, it suffices to use internal history variables that are constant in (the internal parts of) each interpolation triangle. Consequently, they are not (C 0 -)continuous across interpolation triangles, whereas this is the case for the condensed displacements. This is shown in previous work on the virtual-power-based QC method (Beex et al., 2012c) for elastoplastic trusses.
In case of a lattice model with bond failure and subsequent frictional sliding, the dissipation mechanisms are nonlocal, because the sliding displacements directly depend on each other. This can be observed in Eq. (17). Since nonlocal dissipation mechanisms exist here, the internal history variables depend on each other and are not constant within an interpolation triangle. To allow the internal history variables (z) to vary within an interpolation triangle, they are interpolated as well. As mentioned before, the interpolation of the internal history variables entails that large interpolation triangles are only permitted to be used in domains with small fluctuations of the kinematic variables as well with small fluctuations of the internal history variables.
The condensed sliding displacements,z, can be expressed in terms of the sliding displacements of the reppoints according to:
where z Ψ is the sliding displacement condensation matrix with size z × 4r (4n × 4r) and r z is the column matrix of size 4r × 1 containing the sliding displacements of the reppoints. The same interpolation functions evaluated at the locations of all lattice points are present in z Ψ. As a result, the interpolated internal history variables are also (C 0 -)continuous of the interpolation triangles. Although the size of z Ψ differs from the size of u Ψ, they both contain the same interpolation function evaluations. Consequently, almost no additional effort is involved in the construction of both z Ψ and u Ψ, compared to the construction of u Ψ only. An important advantage of using the same interpolation for the internal history variables is the fact that no complex interplay between two types of interpolations occurs. Such an interplay may have a substantial influence on the summation rules. Because the same interpolation is used, previously proposed summation rules can still be used, as explained below.
If Eq. (24) 
z Ψ represent the condensed counterparts of the corresponding expressions in Eq. (20). Like their uncondensed counterparts, they can be assembled by contributions of each node:
where the tilde refers to the condensed counterparts of the force columns and stiffness matrices in Eq. (20).
To ensure that the virtual-power of the condensed system adequately approximates that of the original system, only little difference in the virtualpower of the lattice points may exist. This entails that large interpolation triangles (i.e. coarse domains) can only be used in regions with small displacement fluctuations and (in contrast to regular QC methodologies) with small sliding displacement fluctuations. Indeed, linear interpolation enforces that the virtual-power of a lattice point in a large triangle is identical to the value in its neighboring point (i.e. ruT u Ψ
). This is only allowed if the virtual-power of these lattice points is nearly equal in the direct lattice model (i.e.u
). By means of interpolation the number of governing equations is reduced from 6n to 6r. This makes the condensed system significantly more efficient to solve (assuming that r ≪ n). However, still all n lattice points need to be visited to construct the condensed governing equations in Eq. (26) & (27) compromizing the computational cost.
Summation
The second step proposed in the QC method aims to reduce of the computational effort to construct the governing equations. Rather than visiting all n lattice points to construct the governing equations according to Eq. (28), only a small number of s sampling points are selected to sample the virtualpower and thus the the governing equations (see the right step in Fig. 4) . This is called summation in QC terminology. The sampling points, stored in subset S, are selected from all lattice points (ie. S ⊆ N).
As a result of summation, the expressions for the virtual-power and equality constraints remain the same as in Eq. (26) & (27). The construction of the force columns and stiffness matrices changes however. They are now expressed according to:
where w i is the weight factor of sampling point i, which equals the number of lattice points that are represented by sampling point i (including sampling point i itself). The combination of the bar and the tilde refers to the summed, condensed counterparts of the force columns and stiffness matrices. Furthermore, the weight factor w i is introduced in the formulations ofM c F and
to ensure that in the summed, condensed system the same amount of dissipation occurs as in the condensed system (see Eq. (26) & (27)).
Summation in the QC method is only computationally beneficial if the number of sampling points is substantially smaller than the number of lattice points in the full lattice model (s ≪ n). Furthermore, to ensure a sufficient accuracy of the QC method (i.e. to ensure that the summed, condensed governing equations are a good representation of the condensed governing equations), sampling points must be selected such that the virtual-power of the sampling points approximates that of the lattice points they represent. This entails that if for two neighboring lattice points in a large triangle ruT u Ψ
, then one of them can be used to sample the virtual-power of the other lattice point.
The way in which the sampling points are selected, the computation of their weight factors and the manner in which their potential energy, or here virtual-power, are determined (locally or nonlocally) are established in socalled summation rules. Two general classes of summation rules can be distinguished. Local-nonlocal summation rules (Tadmor et al., 1996a,b; Miller et al., 1998; Shenoy et al., 1999; Shimokawa et al., 2004) compute the potential energy (here virtual-power) of sampling points in coarse domains in a local fashion. In the fully resolved region the sampling points are treated in a nonlocal fashion, so that the exact lattice model is captured in these regions. Local-nonlocal summation rules come with internal interfaces between coarse and fully resolved domains. Corrective procedures have been formulated for the interfaces (Shenoy et al., 1999; Shimokawa et al., 2004) , involving additional assumptions.
Nonlocal summation rules treat all sampling points in a nonlocal fashion (Knap and Ortiz, 2001; Eidel and Stukowski, 2009; Gunzburger and Zhang, 2010; Beex et al., 2011 Beex et al., , 2012a . As a consequence, no internal interface occurs between coarse domains and fully resolved domains. Therefore, no interface corrections are required. The relatively large lookup tables that are involved can be considered as a disadvantage, but the fact that no corrective procedures are required (and updated during remeshing) is a computational advantage. More information on summation rules can be found for instance in the papers of Miller and Tadmor (2002) ; Eidel and Stukowski (2009) and Beex et al. (2012a) .
The summation rule employed in this study is the central summation rule (Beex et al., 2012a) , because it uses a small number of sampling points (s ≪ n) resulting in a high efficiency. Furthermore, since all sampling points are treated in a nonlocal fashion, no internal interface occurs. In the central summation rule, only one lattice point near the incenter of each triangle is selected as an internal sampling point representing all lattice points inside the triangle and half of those on triangle edges (this number determines its corresponding weight factor, w i ≥ 1), see Fig. 5 . The reppoints are selected as discrete sampling points, i.e. they only sample themselves (w i = 1). As a result, the exact lattice model is recovered in the fully resolved regions as desired. Lattice points in triangles in which no internal lattice points occurs, i.e. all lattice points of a triangle are located on triangle edges, are selected as discrete sampling points as well (see Fig. 5 ). Hence, for the central summation rule, it holds that R ⊆ S ⊆ N. The central summation rule is appropriate to sample the virtual-power in the QC framework presented here, because its fundamental principle also holds for the mixed formulation proposed here. The ansatz of the central summation rule is that, except near triangle edges (Beex et al., 2011 (Beex et al., , 2012a , the potential energies of all lattice points within an interpolation triangle are equal, because each type of interaction (e.g. the horizontal interactions) deforms the same inside a triangle due to the linear interpolation used. Since in the method proposed here, the same linear interpolation is used for the displacements as well as the sliding displacements, each type of interaction fully inside a triangle deforms in the same way, which is the main principle of the central summation rule.
Performance of the QC framework
Two numerical test cases are considered to illustrate the computational gain and accuracy that can be achieved with the proposed QC framework for bond failure and frictional fiber sliding. Both numerical cases have a true multiscale character since local mesoscale lattice defects (a small number of 20 initially missing trusses) are present in an otherwise perfectly regular largescale network. The numerical examples are formulated in a dimensionless setting. All parameters are normalized by the lattice spacing in horizontal and vertical direction, which are equal to each other.
Problem description
In both numerical examples the proposed QC method is used for a lattice model containing 99 × 99 unit cells (see Fig. 6 ). The considered lattice model is based on the equidistant X-braced lattice model with linear elastic trusses as formulated in Section 2, whereby only horizontal trusses (fibers) can slide through lattice points. The horizontal and vertical lengths of a unit cell are set to 1 (lattice spacing). Diagonal trusses are thus of length √ 2 (lattice spacing). In the lower center of the model, 25 horizontal trusses are missing, starting from the bottom of the model (see Fig. 6 ). These 25 horizontal fibers can thus be regarded as initially broken. The fiber (truss) overlengths at these points are so large that no pull-out occurs in the computations.
All bond strengths (and thus also all critical friction forces) are set to 1. This means that all components of c F in Eq. (15) & (19) equal 1. Furthermore, the parameter defining the arc tangent function in Eq. (15), κ, is set to 100. The stiffness per unit of length of all trusses (Y A in Eq. (13)) is set to 10 6 in the first example and to 10 3 in the second example. In this way, sliding displacements in a large number of points are expected in the first example and only a few points are expected to slide in the second example.
The boundary conditions applied to the model are shown in Fig. 6 as well. In the QC computations the boundary conditions are applied to reppoints and in the direct lattice computations they are applied to lattice points. It may be clear that the points on the left edge are fixed in horizontal (x-)direction and vertical (y-)direction (see Fig. 6 ). The points on the top, bottom and right edge are fixed in y-direction. The points on the right edge are displaced in horizontal direction. Furthermore, the sliding displacements of the points on the left and right edges of the model are constrained. The results shown below are obtained using 1000 increments.
Computational efficiency
The computational efficiency of a QC framework directly depends on the triangulation used. A fully resolved region is used in the domain in which significant sliding displacement fluctuations are expected. This is the case close to the removed trusses, where large sliding displacement fluctuations are triggered, since the stiffness of the trusses is large compared to the bond strength. Furthermore, it is expected that negligible sliding displacements occur in the region above the centrally removed trusses. Therefore, a discrete step in the sliding displacements (large sliding displacement fluctuations) is expected over the entire width of the model at a height of 24 lattice spacings. Since this cannot be accurately resolved by large interpolation triangles, this region is also fully resolved.
In the direct lattice computation 10,000 lattice points are involved, resulting in 30,000 DOFs, of which 20,000 DOFs for the displacement components and 10,000 for the horizontal sliding displacements. In the triangulation in Fig. 6 , a relatively large number of reppoints is present because of the relatively large fully resolved domain. Accordingly, also a large number of sampling points is involved, since every reppoint is a discrete sampling point as well (with w i = 1). In total 1,655 reppoints are present in the triangulation of Fig. 6 and 2,140 sampling points (see also ahead to the right image in Fig. 7) . Hence, the computational gain obtained by the QC framework is a factor of 6 in terms of DOFs (associated with the effort to solve the governing equations) and a factor of 5 in terms of sampling points (related to the computational cost to construct the governing equations). The expected computational gain is clearly significant, even though a relatively large part of the model is fully resolved.
Accuracy
The sliding displacements predicted by the direct lattice computation and the QC computation are presented in Fig. 7 for an applied macroscopic horizontal strain of 1.5% (corresponding to an applied horizontal displacement of 1.485 in terms of lattice spacings). The stiffness per unit of length of each truss equals 10 6 . Significant sliding displacements occur in the domains next to the vertical row of missing trusses. No sliding displacements are present above this domain. Fig. 7 reveals that the sliding displacements predicted by the QC computation with the triangulation shown in Fig. 6 are similar to those predicted by the direct lattice computation. This includes the sliding near the missing trusses and the discrete jump across a horizontal line above them. This accurate solution essentially results from the use of a fully resolved region where needed. The sliding displacements predicted by the QC computation in the coarse domain on the left and right of the vertical row with missing trusses are adequately captured (see Fig. 7 ). Note that if the sliding displacements would not be interpolated and kept constant in each triangle (as done for the dissipation variables by Beex et al. (2012c) ), the sliding displacement field would not be resolved accurately.
The fact that the sliding displacements are accurately captured in the entire domain, is emphasized by the left plot in Fig. 8 , in which the discrepancies between the sliding displacements predicted by the QC computation and direct lattice computation (i.e.z − z) are shown on the entire model domain. The maximum difference is approximately 0.003, which is small compared to the predicted sliding displacements (which have a maximum absolute value of approximately 0.73 as can be seen in Fig. 7 ). Quantifying this difference, based on the sliding displacements of all 25 nodes on the left side of the vertical row with horizontal trusses removed, shows that the average relative error is only 0.004%. Although the difference is small compared to the predicted sliding displacements, the difference between the sliding displacement is largest in the two corners around the fully resolved 6 ). The colors represent the discrepancy of the sliding displacements (z − z). Note that the same colorbar is used as in Fig. 11 . Right: stress-strain curves predicted by the direct lattice computation (line) and the QC computation (x).
To illustrate that the global response is also accurately captured by the QC framework, macroscopic stress-strain curves of the QC computation and direct lattice computation are presented in the right diagram of Fig. 8 . The relative error of the stress at the maximum strain is 0.33%.
In Fig. 9 the relative horizontal displacements of the lattice points are presented (in terms of lattice spacings). The horizontal displacements relative to the defect free configuration, rel u, are determined according to:
where xx E is the applied overall strain in x-direction and x i is the horizontal component of the position vector of point i.
−0.002 0 0.002 Figure 9 : The relative horizontal displacements in the lattice (stiffness per unit of length of each truss 10 6 ) predicted by the direct lattice computation (left) and the QC computation (right). Fig. 9 reveals that the minimum and maximum relative horizontal displacements are located between the center and the edges of the model and not in the center as one might expect. This results from the fact that sliding occurs in all lattice points associated with the first 25 horizontal fibers, starting from the bottom of the model. The QC computation is able to capture this relative displacement field relatively well, but not exactly, as can be seen on the right in Fig. 9 . These displacements are resolved in relatively large triangles and they do not vary exactly linearly within these triangles.
The accuracy of the displacements is thus not as good as that of the sliding displacements with this triangulation. Adaptivity -i.e. remeshing of these domains -can be used to improve the accuracy of the relative displacement field, if these local fluctuations are to be resolved more accurately.
The predicted sliding displacements for the second case, in which the stiffness per unit of length is 10 3 , are shown in Fig. 10 for the same applied macroscopic horizontal strain of 1.5%. Overall, the sliding displacements predicted by the direct lattice computation and QC simulation are similar. Sliding displacements occur only in the lattice points in and near the vertical row of missing trusses due to the substantially smaller stiffness of the trusses. With a stiffness that is 1000 times smaller than in the first example, significantly larger truss deformations -requiring substantially larger macroscopic horizontal strains -are required to obtain substantial sliding in a significant amount of lattice points. The difference between the sliding displacements resulting from the QC computation and the direct lattice computation is presented in the left image of Fig. 11 . The discrepancy is more substantial compared to the first test case, but nevertheless quite small. After all, the maximum absolute discrepancy is only 0.0065, whilst the maximum absolute sliding displacement is 0.12. For example, the average relative error based on the 25 nodes directly on the left of the vertical row with horizontal missing trusses is only 2.3%.
It is remarkable that the discrepancy is larger for the second example, in which non-zero sliding displacements only seem to be present in the fully resolved domain, whereas in the first example, non-zero sliding displacements are clearly present in the fully resolved region and coarse domain. This is due to the small sliding displacements that are present in coarse domains in the second example. The left diagram in Fig. 11 reveals no sliding displacements in the solution of the direct lattice computation. However, because the dry friction is modeled continuously in this framework, small sliding displacements are also present here, influencing those in the fully resolved domain. Separate computations (not shown here) indicate that these sliding displacements are not linearly distributed in space. Consequently, the mixed formulation framework in which the sliding displacements are linearly interpolated is not able to fully capture these non-linear small sliding displacements. This explains why the accuracy in the fully resolved region in the second example is less good compared to the first example, even though sliding displacements are only noticeable in the fully resolved domain in the second example. 3 ). The colors represent the discrepancy of the sliding displacements (z − z). Note that the same colorbar is used as in Fig. 8 . Right: The macroscopic stress predicted by the direct lattice computation (line) and the QC computation (x) as a function of the horizontal strain.
The stress-strain curves shown in the right diagram of Fig. 11 are also for this test virtually identical. At the maximum strain, the absolute relative error of this force is only 0.42%. Hence, also the global response is captured well in this case.
The relative horizontal displacements, computed using Eq. (30), for the second example at an applied macroscopic horizontal strain of 1.5% are shown in Fig. 12 . In contrast to the first example, they clearly show their minimum and maximum values close the vertical row with missing trusses. This is caused by the fact that (significant) sliding is only present in this domain. Since the most pronounced relative horizontal displacements are present in the fully resolved domain, they are generally better captured by the QC model than in the first example. However, non-zero relative horizontal displacements also occur in coarse domains, which are not that accurately captured. Here as well, adaptive remeshing can be used if such local details are of interest. 
Conclusion
Lattice models employing trusses and beams can straightforwardly and accurately describe mechanical mesoscale phenomena of fibrous materials. Bond failure, including subsequent frictional fiber sliding, is one of these mesoscale phenomena that are important for the (macroscale) failure behavior of several fibrous materials. The disadvantage of lattice models is the computational cost for macroscale (the engineering scale) computations, because of their solution and construction at the mesoscale. Different multiscale techniques can be used to decrease the computational effort of lattice models, but they all have their specific scope. In this study, the quasicontinuum (QC) method is adopted for lattice models with bond failure and subsequent fiber sliding. The QC method
• allows the incorporation of the full discrete lattice model in regions of interest,
• completely relies on the underlying discrete lattice model and not on a homogenized continuum description that is difficult to obtain for dissipative fibrous materials, and
• does not require a coupling or handshaking procedure (in the proposed framework).
QC methods are based on (i) interpolation of the lattice displacements to decrease the number of degrees of freedom and (ii) summation rules in which a small number of lattice points is sampled to approximate the governing equations. Most QC methods are based on energy minimization and cannot deal with dissipative mechanisms, which are intrinsic to lattice models with bond failure and fiber sliding. To this end, a previously proposed virtual-power-based QC method (Beex et al., 2012c) is exploited that can deal with dissipative (non-conservative) lattice models. In the present paper, the virtual-power-based QC framework is equipped with a mixed formulation, because bond failure and fiber sliding are intrinsically nonlocal dissipative mechanisms and the previously introduced virtual-power-based QC framework can only deal with local dissipative mechanisms.
The internal dissipation variables (the sliding displacements) are interpolated in the proposed methodology, next to the kinematic variables (the regular displacements), ensuring their direct mutual coupling. The same interpolation triangles are used for this, which has the advantage that previously proposed summation rules remain applicable. Consequently, the new QC framework with the mixed formulation has a similar efficiency and accuracy as previously defined QC methodologies.
The consistent derivation of the presented framework ensures that the QC methodology is useful for different fibrous materials. The bond description is straightforward to adjust -by only changing the dissipation potential -so that the approach can directly be used for fibrous materials such as paper and textiles. For this purpose, microstructural experimental identification strategies for inter-fiber bond descriptions are essential research ingredients (Ridruejo et al., 2010; Kulachenko and Uesaka, 2012) .
